
What We Do
•  Provide trusted information  

about the outputs of funded  
research

•  Help funders, institutions,  
publishers, and the public  
see, find, and understand  
the status of the outputs  
of funded research

•  Identify research  
outputs that are easily  
and permanently  
discoverable and  
accessible by anyone  
in the world

•  Minimize compliance 
burdens or researchers, 
institutions, funders,  
and publishers

•  Deliver optimized search  
and dashboard services  
for monitoring and 
compliance
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CHORUS brings together funders, societies, publishers, 
institutions, and the public from across the open research 
ecosystem to share knowledge, develop solutions, advance 
innovation, and support collective efforts. 
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Stakeholder Benefits
•  Scaling OA compliance for publishers, institutions and funders

•  Design and implement robust indicators and tools enhancing the quality, usability,  
and impact of open data

•  Building trust and collaboration through convening stakeholders

•  Leveraging metadata to improve the quality and visibility of open research

What stakeholders are saying about CHORUS:
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“Thank you for this opportunity  
to reflect on the CHORUS  
partnership, which I feel 

is extremely valuable. The 
dashboard service is the most 

prominent and concrete element 
of the partnership, but the 

automated feeds are significant  
as well.”

—Martin Halbert, Science Advisor  
for Public Access, U.S. National  

Science Foundation

“The CHORUS integration has  
added 21,400 metadata  

records to the STI Repository, 
comprising 66% of the PubSpace 
Collection, increasing access to 

NASA-funded research.”
—NASA Scientific and Technical Information  

Services Team

“CHORUS has very 
comprehensive reporting, 

including the recently released 
large ‘dataset report’ showing 

metadata connecting CHORUS-
monitored articles to datasets in 

ScholeXplorer and DataCite.”
—James Phillpotts, Director of Content 

Transformation & Standards,  
Oxford University Press

“We appreciate the CHORUS 
focus on metadata quality. We 

believe in the mission of CHORUS 
and expect plenty of activity 

given the latest OSTP memo.”
—Dawn Melley, Senior Director,  

Publishing Operations, IEEE

“The invaluable suite of tools,  
shared infrastructure, and thought 
leadership provided by CHORUS 
plays a pivotal role in keeping all 
stakeholders informed about the 
evolving metadata landscape.”

—Alexandra Vance, Chief Executive Officer,  
AIP Publishing

“CHORUS enables us to keep 
track of our research output as 

published articles internationally 
and to monitor the growth in those 

published open access.”
—Professor Hiroya Takeuchi, Vice President 

and Director of the University Library,  
Chiba University


